
Loyal Source Recognized on SIA’s Fastest
Growing US Staffing Firms 2016 List
ORLANDO, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, August 30, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Healthcare staffing company Loyal Source is recognized by Staffing Industry
Analysts (SIA) as number one out of the ten fastest - growing US staffing firms
effective August 2, 2016. Loyal Source has consistently been featured by the SIA
and expects this to improve their current and future clients’ confidence while making

strategic business decisions. This list reflects all the hard work and dedication Loyal Source
employees put forth causing the business’ growth. 

“We are so thrilled to be recognized by SIA for a second consecutive year as one of the fastest-
growing healthcare staffing firms nationwide”, President Brian Moore says. “I am so proud of our team
and the culture that we have built. It’s the people that fuel Loyal Source’s growth and taking the time to
hire the right people minimizes turnover and allows the team to mature together. At Loyal Source, we
have positioned ourselves for further growth and we will continue to strive to deliver the best talent in
the healthcare and technology field while providing our candidates with tools and support they
deserve.”

Past performance along with being named one of the 10 fastest growing US staffing firms reinforces
Loyal Sources valued applicants along with unrivaled commitment to build laser-focused, quality-
centered search strategies that exceed the requirements of their clients and provide opportunities for
success.

The full 2016 List of Fastest-Growing Staffing Firms US report is available for SIA’s Corporate and
CWS Council Members.

About Loyal Source
Founded in 2009 by Seth Eubank, Loyal Source is the leading expert in quality healthcare staffing and
IT/Engineering solutions for government and commercial clients. Some of our clients include NASA,
Veterans Affairs hospitals, and Military Treatment facilities with every branch of the US military. We
currently hold contracts across the entire country providing services to Veterans, Active Duty service
members and their families. Loyal Source will continue to uphold its promise of hiring quality
candidates for their clients. For more information, please visit http://www.loyalsource.com/.
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